In this paper, we provide an overview of several pixel-oriented visualization techniques which have been developed over the last years to support an effective querying and exploration of large databases. Pixel--oriented techniques use each pixel of the display to visualize one data value and therefore allow the visualization of the largest amount of data possible. The techniques may be divided into query-independent techniques which directly visualize the data (or a certain portion of it) and query-dependent techniques which visualize the relevance of the data with respect to a specific query. An example for the class of query-independent techniques is the recursive pattern technique which is based on a generic recursive scheme generalizing a wide range of pixel-oriented arrangements for visualizing large databases. Examples for the class of query-dependent techniques are the generalized spiral and circle-segments techniques, which visualize the distances with respect to a database query and arrange the most relevant data items in the center of the display.
Introduction
Visualization of data which have some inherent two-or threedimensional semantics has been done even before computers were used to create visualizations (see for example the wellknown books of Tufte [Tuf 83, Tuf 90] ). Since computers are used to create visualizations, many novel visualization techniques have been developed and existing techniques have been extended to work for larger data sets and make the displays interactive. For most of the data stored in databases, however, there is no standard mapping into the Cartesian coordinate system, since the data has no inherent two-or three-dimensional semantics. In general, relational databases can be seen as multidimensional data sets with the attributes of the database corresponding to the dimensions of the multidimensional data set. There are a number of well-known techniques for visualizing multidimensional data sets. Those techniques may be classified into geometric projection tech- In this article, we provide an overview of the pixel-oriented visualization techniques. The basic idea of pixei-oriented techniques is to map each data value to a colored pixel and present the data values belonging to one attribute in separate windows (cf. Figure 1 ). Since in general our techniques use only one pixel per data value, the techniques allow us to visualize the largest amount of data. which is possible on current displays (up to about 1,000,000 data values). If each data value is represented by one pixel, the main question is how to arrange the pixels on the screen. Our pixel-oriented techniques use different arrangements for different purposes. If a user wants to visualize a large data set, the user may use a query-independent visualization technique which sorts the data according to some attribute(s) and uses a screen-filling pattern to arrange the data values on the display. The queryindependent visualization techniques are especially useful for data with a natural ordering according to one attribute (e.g., time series data). However, if there is no natural ordering of the data and the main goal is an interactive exploration of the database, the user will be more interested in feedback to some query. In this case, the user may turn to the query-dependent visualization techniques which visualize the relevance of the data items with respect to a query. Instead of directly mapping the data values to color, the query-dependent visualization techniques calculate the distances between data and query values, combine the distances for each data item into an overall distance, and visualize the distances for the attributes and the overall distance sorted according to the overall distance. The arrangement of the data items centers the most relevant data items in the middle of the window, and less relevant data items are arranged to the outside of the window. In the rest of this paper, we briefly introduce three of our pixel-oriented visual database exploration techniques. Section 2 describes a query-independent techniques and section 3 two query-dependent techniques. In section 4, we briefly discuss the implementation of our techniques in the VisDB system and in section 5, we summarize our approach and point out some of the open problems for future work.
Query-Independent Visualization Techniques
As already mentioned, the basic idea of our visualization techniques is to present as many data values as possible at the same time with the number of data values being only limited by the number of pixels of the display. In dealing with arbitrary multidimensional data without any 2D-or 3D-semantics, one major problem is to find meaningful arrangements of the pixels on the screen. Even if the data has a natural ordering according to one attribute (e.g., time series data), there are many possibilities for arranging the data. One straightforward possibility is to arrange the data items from left to right in a line-by-line fashion. Another possibility is to arrange the data items top-down in a column-by-column fashion. If these arrangements are done pixeiwise, in general, the resulting visualizations do not provide useful results [KKA 95 ]. More useful are techniques which provide a better clustering of closely related data items such as space-filling curves (e.g., the well-known curves by Peano & Hilbert [Pea 90, Hil 91 ] or Morton [Mor 66] ) . For data mining even more important are techniques which provide nice clustering properties as well as an arrangement which is semantically meaningful. An example for a technique which provides these properties is the recursive pattern technique. The recursive pattern technique is based on a generic recursive scheme which allows the user to influence the arrangement of data items. The basic arrangement is based on a simple back and forth movement: First, a certain number of elements is arranged from left to right, then below backwards from right to left, then again forward from left to right, and so on. The same basic arrangement is done on all recursion levels with the only difference that the basic elements which are arranged on level i are the patterns resulting from level(i-I)-arrangements. Let w i be the number of elements arranged in the left-right direction on recursion level i and h i be the number of rows on recursion level i. On recursion level i (i > 1), the algorithm draws w i level(i-l)-patterns h i times alternately to the right and to the left. The pattern on recursion level i consists of w i × h i level(i-1 )-patterns, and the maximum number of pixels that can be presented on recursion level k is given by l-I~ t wix h i. An example for a recursive pattern visualization of a database containing the 100 stocks of the FAZ index (Frankfurt Stock Index) from 20 years of stock price data (altogether 532,900 data values) is presented in Figure 4 . For the details on the recursive pattern technique the reader is referred to [KKA 95] .
Note that for the query-independent techniques, it is not mandatory that the data has some natural ordering. In searching for dependencies among attributes, one might sort the data according to one attribute and use our visualization technique for examining the dependencies of the other attributes. Consider. for example, a large database of personal data. If one wants to find dependencies between the parameter sales (of a person) and other attributes such as salary, age, and travel expenses. one might sort the data according to the sales parameter and visually examine the dependencies of the other attributes.
Query-Dependent Visualization Techniques
The query-independent visualization techniques visualize the attribute values by directly mapping them to color. The idea of the query-dependent visualization techniques is to visualize the data in the context of a specific user query to give the users feedback on their queries and direct their search. Instead of directly mapping attribute values to colors, the distances of attribute values to the query are mapped to colors. Since the focus of the query-dependent techniques is on the relevance of the data items with respect to the query, different arrangements of the pixels are appropriate. In developing querydependent techniques, we experimented with several arrangements such as the left-right or top-down arrangements and compared the resulting visualizations. We found, that for visualizing the result for a database query it is most natural to present the data items with highest relevance to the query (e.g., data items fulfilling the query) in the center of the display. Our first approach described in [Kei 94, KK94] arranges the data items with lower relevances in a rectangular spiral shape around the center. The techniques presented in this paper -the generalized-spiral and the circle-segments techniques -are generalizations of those techniques. In case of the generalized-spiral technique, the original spiral arrangement [KK 94 ] is extended to a generic snake-or hilbert-like form, of which the user may choose the height (cf. Figure 2 ). As in case of the query-independent visualization techniques, a separate visualization for each of the selection predicates (attributes) is generated (cf. Figure 1 ). An additional subwindow shows the overall distances. In all subwindows, the pixels for each data item are placed at the same position as the overall distance for the data item in the overall ,,ht Figure 3) . If the data consists of k attributes, the circle is partitioned into k segments, each representing one the distances for one attribute. Inside the segments, .the distance values belonging to one attribute are arranged from the center of the circle to the outside in a back and forth manner orthogonal to the line that halves the segment. An example for a circle-segments visualization of 50 stock price developments from the FAZ index database used in the example above is presented in Figure 5 . For the details on the circlesegments technique the reader is referred to [AKK 96].
The VisDB System
Several pixel-oriented visualization techniques including the techniques described in the previous subsections are implemented as part of the VisDB system [KK 95]. In addition to our pixel-oriented techniques, the VisDB system also sup- interactive query-dependent visualizations of very large databases. For databases with less than 100,000 data values, the recalculations can be considered to be truly interactive; for larger databases, the time is still in the range of a few seconds (for 1,000,000 data values, for example, the response time is about 20 seconds). When interfacing with current commercial database systems, however, performance problems arise since no access to partial results of a query is available, no support for incrementally changing queries is provided, and no multidimensional data structures are used for fast secondary storage access. We are currently working on improving the performance in directly interfacing to a database system. In the future, we plan to implement the VisDB system on a parallel machine which will be able to support interactive query modifications even for larger amounts of data.
The VisDB system has been successfully used in several application areas including a financial application where the system has been used to analyze multidimensional timedependent data, a CAD database project where the system has been used to improve the similarity search, as well as a molecular biology project where the system has been used to find possible docking regions by identifying sets of surface points with distinct characteristics [Kei 94]. Currently, we explore several other data sets including a large database of geographical data, a large environmental database, and a NASA earth observation database. A first evaluation and comparison of multiple visualization techniques using different data sets and queries is reported in [KK 96].
Conclusions
Pixel-oriented visualization techniques which use each pixel of the display to visualize one data value provide a valuable help in exploring very large databases. The techniques described in this paper allow users to get a visual overview of large data sets and supports them in finding correlations, functional dependencies, and clusters. 
